
                Minutes for Warwick Ahead Meeting #57 

                           Held at community shop Dec 12/12/2016 

1 Welcome and House Keeping. Tony did the necessary and pointed out exits in case of 

emergencies. 

2 Attendance. Tony Fort, Hazel Richardson, Ian Cockerill, Kirsty Thomson, Gillian Cook, Yvonne 

Haigh, Clair Secker, Pauline Gill, Matthew Poxon, Gail Merrifield, Ruth Stead, Doreen Zacharow, 

Scott Jones, Carol White, Beryl Kirkham, Graham Stokes, Linda Summerfield, Angela Jordan, 

Sylvia Earle, Natasha Wardle, Tony Hermann, On introductions Tony the Chair asked people to 

introduce themselves with a comment on what they thought of the last 12 months positive or 

negative and it was noted that not one negative comment was conveyed and a round of 

applause for everybody. 

3 Apologies Christine Martin Becki Jones Joanne Smith Helen Woodcock 

4 Chairperson  Reported that the amount of time it has took for WDH to get the shop a quote 

for altering the toilet in shop to make it more accessible for the older end is unbelievable to 

come and give us a price it is quite shocking. Reported on the LTO meeting at Sheffield where 

he attended with Ian. Credit union update things looked like they were picking up again since 

they withdrew their services. Tony reported to the meeting that the dealings with the ADDY 

that the seven questions that the board had posed and not been answered the board had made 

a decision that we have not and must not close the Addy account until these questions have 

been answered and that goes for TCV and Osgoldcross forum. 

5 LTO Report Ian gave a hand out with money been spent and what for. This was accepted by 

everybody and a full breakdown was accounted for. There is still processes to go through to be 

brought into line but no problems with going ahead. Ian told the meeting the problems with us 

purchasing a printer on lease which is Nye on impossible so we looking into a second hand one 

with a service contract so this is still ongoing and will keep the meeting informed. It was also 

agreed that some petty cash would be made available and that Hazel Richardson would hold 

the money. A total sum of £50.00. It was agreed to pay Northern College out of Training budget 

with the board budget to make up the rest. 

6 Big Local Rep Report Tony gave his report and priority being the Plan. Forming better 

partnerships he thanked people for the cooperation for the residents on evaluation of the last 

plan. 

7 C D Worker Report Carol gave a report on where we are with the questionnaires, she gave us 

a report on the latest with the young people with regards to WMDC and funds being made 

available to improve the top field to give them more things to do . Carol also reported on 

community anchors and where we are at the moment. Carol mentioned good relation ships 

with the shop square. 



Community Activities Clair gave a report on activities coming up for the new year and informed 

the meeting what was coming up as far as WDH are concerned. Gail gave a report on WEA what 

is coming up in the new year i.e. confidence and self esteem and so on. 

Question Time Graham Stokes reported that WDC had identified some money to redo the kids 

park of Sycamore. 

 

PLEASE NOTE THE NEXT MEETING WILL BE AT THE COMMUNITY SHOP ON THE 16TH January at 

10.00am All Welcome and the Board would like to WISH all the residents and organisations who 

we work with all the very very best for 2017. 

Please Note the Chair has done these Minutes to Help out a bit over this busy period and I 

would like to prepare every one that in introductions on Monday I will be asking what different 

and how you would like to see the next twelve month bring to this community ? 

 

  

 

 

                                         

  


